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HOW DOYOU THINK ABOUT EDIT-A-THON?

We are getting on good place (Museum, Library…)

Welcome to “Newbie”! And we have learning time

Make new articles, and enhancement articles

Targeting to the unique subject (City, Anime…)

Specially, Snack time is Very Very important!

And, Edit-a-thon is usually “Offline” Meet!



LIKE THAT!



AND… LIKE THAT?



BUT COVID-19 IS CHANGE ALL THINGS

Offline meet is forbidden.

Social Distancing is gonna very important rule.

Wiki groups are knee-deep

in trouble.

And If We got together,

snack time is not available..



START ONLINE EDIT-A-THON

Even before COVID-19, online Edit-a-Thon were held. 

However, it was an event with an offline editor tone.

For example, Korea independence movement 

memorial Edit-a-thon, It’s name is; 

3.1 Movements centenary memorial Edit-a-thon.

https://w.wiki/5zCF

https://w.wiki/5zCF


START ONLINE EDIT-A-THON

The Online Edit-a-Thon is the process of preparation

for the offline Edit-a-Thon

But online Edit-a-Thon

was more participants

than offline Edit-a-Thon.

This was interesting!



START ONLINE EDIT-A-THON

At 2020 march, We were started Edit-a-Thon,

Subject is “War and Peace”.(Korean War seventieth)

But this Edit-a-Thon is proceeded to online event.

So We’ve been trying to return the money for Venue

as a prize. (Book, Gift certificate…)

And, The attempt Succeeded.



START ONLINE EDIT-A-THON

https://w.wiki/3brv

 (War and Peace Edit-a-Thon)

https://w.wiki/3rBt

 (2020 Tokyo Olympics

Edit-a-Thon)

https://w.wiki/58$p

And We even tried 

the “Edit-a-Thon Contest”!

https://w.wiki/3brv
https://w.wiki/3rBt
https://w.wiki/58$p


ADVANTAGES OF ONLINE EDIT-A-THON

The barriers to hosting have disappeared.

- Anyone can make an Edit-a-Thon!

Participants can also edit at home comfortably.

- It's dangerous outside the blanket…

 Instead of snacks, we were able to share gifts 
related to the topic

- A precious Olympic badge also landed in Korea!



FLAWS OF ONLINE EDIT-A-THON

 "It's too easy to open"

Low level online Edit-a-Thon created by individuals 
flooded

 It is frequently held, has a long period of time, and 
has a variety of subjects, so the eyes are distracted

Difficulty in grading

- It's because we used a difficult scoring method to   

filter out the cherry pickers



CONCLUSION; ONLINE IS NOT BAD!

To compensate for the shortcomings, we held a 
contest to secure the quality of the event.

We will continue to be held,

- because Online Edit-a-Thon is Very good event.

However, We can also look forward to the 
resumption of offline Edit-a-Thon.

- The pleasure of, meeting is the happiest!



THNAKYOU!

Do you have any Question?
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